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Eresin Crown Hotel
EXPERIENCING  THE HELLENE, ROMAN AND BYZANTINE  HISTORY  IS LIKE AN
UNPRECEDENTED DREAM ERESIN CROWN HOTEL now begins a completely new ERA in the
empires’ city of Istanbul and Tourism of Turkey on the “Great Palace” premises at Sultanahmet, most
renown as historical and touristic part of Istanbul. 49 various historical art pieces from the Hellene, Roman
and Byzantine time including a cistern and a mosaic were found during the construction phase of the hotel
“from 2.-3. B.C. to 5. - 6. A. D. centuries”. Obtaining the unique official permit from the authorities to keep
these historical pieces found under the ground of the hotel and to display them in the same premise, which
happens to be for the first time in the archaeological history in Turkey, encouraged the investors to build up
the first Boutique Museum Hotel in the country and maybe even in the whole world. Possessing such
valuable and extraordinary heritage pieces gave the project planners and the archaeologists of the
Archaeological Museum of Istanbul the enthusiasm to display them in such a professional manner so that one
could easily feel at home in his own private environment, without being bothered by anything or anyone. 
Apart from its historical art collection, ERESIN CROWN HOTEL investors also decided to possess the exact
reproductions of the original ceramic collection of the Ottoman Empire, displayed at the British Museum of
London, in England with a very special picture gallery consisted of 168 pieces of Byzantine and Ottoman life
style impressions which were produced by Mr. Gültekin Çizgen, who is Turkey’s most renowned
demonstrator in this field. ERESIN CROWN HOTEL is opened now as a “Boutique Hotel” to compliment
the ERESIN CROWN HOTEL private “Boutique Museum” with its 60 guest rooms and suites which are all
equipped with; individually controlled heating and air-conditioning system, parquet flooring, double glazed
windows, black-out curtains, jacuzzi bath tubs, telephone by your bedside and in the bathroom, mini bar, hair
dryer, electronically locked safes, electronic key-card room-locks, colour TVs featuring local and
international satellite TV channels with music station and is also providing 24 hour room service in addition
to secretarial, laundry and pressing services for its discerning guests.  Column Bar the only historical setting
in town for cocktail hour and afternoon tea. You may prefer to discuss business with your business partners
in privacy or entertain them in an unprecedented environment. Mosaic Restaurant dining next to a fish
motifed floor mosaic which is believed to be a part of a corridor, a court or a religious building on the “Great
Palace” premises, from Byzantine Time 5.-6. Century A. D. is an unbelievable excitement.  Terrace
Restaurant besides experiencing the warm Turkish hospitality, one can enjoy light meals and snacks under
the minarets’ of the world famous Sultanahmet-Blue Mosque overlooking Istanbul, Bosphorus, Princes
Islands and Marmara Sea. Finest meeting and banquet facilities; our Golden Horn function and the Bosphorus
Ball Rooms could host 15 to 180 people for your meeting, reception, celebration and special events. For
utmost guest safety and protection, the building is furnished with automatic fire alarm and fire escape
systems. Fire resistant textiles are used in guest rooms. All rooms are equipped with smoke detectors and
guest floors are furnished with fire alarm buttons, fire hoses and fire extinguishers. Pressurized fire staircases
are leading to the street level from each floor. STAYING WITH US IN THE MIDDLE OF ISTANBUL’ s
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CONVENIENCE:
General Amenities: Landscaping,Central
Air,Cable Internet,Cable TV,Electric Hot
Water,Freezer,Swimming
Pool,Skylights,Microwave,Sprinkler
System,Wood Stove,Fruit Trees,Skylights,
Washer/Dryer,Dishwasher,Gas Hot Water,
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